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EXECUTIVE ACCOUNTING JOBS
Procuring an executive accounting job takes a minimum experience of 8 years in the field. Broadly, executive accounting jobs constitute positions related to a
controller, accounting director, senior manager - accounting, executive director, finance director, chief financial officer, auditing director, senior auditing
manager, vice president - accounting and finance, assistant vice president - accounting, and senior director - accounting. All these positions require additional
experience in their job related fields other than basic degrees in accounting. A senior manager in accounting requires a 7 to 10 years experience with relevant
computer and technological skills. Good communication and employee engagement is a must for working with old and new clients. Audit directors ensure the
maintenance of quality standards as promised to the clients. They coordinate the internal auditing activities of the organization and analyses risks with help
from the Audit Committee. A person holding the position of a finance director needs to have an accounting background. Holding a Masters of Business
Administration degree is an obvious advantage for this job profile. A finance director should also preferably hold the license of a Certified Public Accountant
(CPA) to ensure credibility in the field. This has been introduced due to the increasing number of fraudulent financial activities. A chief financial officer’s
primary responsibility lies in managing the financial risks of the corporation and many-a-times have complementary activities to financial directors. An
accounting director’s premier role constitutes directing and overseeing functions like general accounting, cost accounting. Leadership qualities are an
essential of an accounting director. Producing reports in a comprehensive and creative manner is a daily routine in this position. To commence a career in
executive accounting, one has to start from the scratch. In the beginning, one may need to run about under the dictates of his superior. In due process,
through improvement of communication, analytical skills and relevant experience, the professionals get promoted from one position to another. Minimum
qualifications of a Bachelors Degree in accounting suffice for the subordinate jobs in a firm. For promotion, a Masters degree or any other equivalent degree
with experience is a must. Signing up with an accounting executive search firm is a good platform for aspiring professionals in the field. As and when clients
recruit, these firms undertake a thorough research of the applicants and select the best candidate suiting a particular job profile. These firms serve the needs
of their clients and recruit accordingly. While working in this field, one should possess the ability of adaptation to the work atmosphere. Mostly one’s personal
beliefs have to be put aside while working as per the requirements of the client.

 


